
Official Decisions to confront COVID-19  

In order to limit the spread of COVID-19, a set of official decisions have been made since March 2020 by 
various official government entities, including: 

1) {Border closure}: On 12/3/2020, GSO announced the following: 
a. All the trips through airport, seaport and land from and to Italy, South Korea, Iran and China were 

stopped for one week starting 12/3/2020. 
b. Stopped arrivals coming directly from (France, Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Germany, Spain, United Kingdom 

and other states that will be determined later), including transit. This excluded the categories listed 
below who were traveling within 4 days starting from 12/3/2020: 

• Lebanese nationals 
• The holders of the yearly and permanent residency. 
• The members of the diplomatic missions in Lebanon, the International organizations, 

and the family members of the Lebanese who did not have Lebanese citizenship or 
residency permit, and the members of UNIFIL forces. 

c. The second provision applied to all the mentioned categories without exception for a period of one 
week after the grace period of 4 days. 

d. Stopped entry of Syrian nationals for a period of 10 days starting from 12/3/2020. 
 

2) {Online services GSO}: On 14/3/2020, GSO announced that due to the corona pandemic, several 
applications could be done through the website of the Ministry of State for Administrative 
Development "www.dawlati.gov.lb"; mainly the following: change of passport number on the entry 
visa for foreigners, renewal of the entry visa, departure attestation, and visa cancellation. 

 
3) {General mobilization CoM}: On 15/3/2020, the Council of Ministers (CoM) announced general 

mobilization decision to confront the spread of coronavirus starting from 15/3/2020 until midnight 
29 March 2020. It encompassed mainly: 
- Prevention of gatherings and curfew except for urgent matters. 
- Closure of Beirut Rafik Hariri International airport, ports and land border crossings for arrivals 

starting on 18 March 2020. Sea and land border crossings however remained open for those 
exiting Lebanon. 

- Allowed the Lebanese nationals and those who were holding valid residency permit in Lebanon to 
enter the country until 18 March 2020 with the exception of those coming from the high-risk 
countries mentioned in the 12/3/2020 announcement. 

- Closure of the government public offices with critical exceptions. 
- Suspended the work of the private sector and shops except the bakeries and foodstuff shops. 
- The law enforcement entities at all levels were tasked to take necessary measure to implement the 

measures. 
- Requested the Ministry of Justice (MoJ) to take necessary actions to suspend the 

administrative/judicial deadlines that have been given since 18/10/2019. 
 

4) {Residency renewals}: On 16/3/20, the GSO announced that all visa and residency permit holders 
that are due to expire as of 11/03/2020 will be exceptionally allowed to renew their visa or 
residency permit without having to pay the overdue fee, once the coronavirus circumstances are 
over. Noting that the validity of the renewed visa or residency permit will start from the expiry date 
of the previous one. 

 



5) {Exit Lebanon}: On 17/3/2020, GSO announced that Arab nationals and foreigners whose visas or 
residency permit have been expired since 11/3/2020 and who have not been able to leave Lebanon 
due to the spread of COVID-19, are allowed to exit the country until further notice, without 
providing a clearance and paying the overdue fees and without being subject to any administrative 
measure. 

6) {Enforcing curfew}: On 19/3/2020, the Prime Minister decided to assign the minister of interior and 
Lebanese Army Force (LAF) to take strict measures to enforce a national curfew. 

 
7) {Role of governors and municipalities}: On 19/3/2020, the Minister of Interior issued a memo (#8) 

addressed to the governors and municipalities that included the following: 
- Supervise implementation of CoM and ministers’ decisions, including measures against those 

violating the decisions and orders such as involvement of the public prosecutor. 
- Circulate instructions issued by the official authorities, formed a taskforce unit in each 

municipality, asked the religious leaders and commercial establishments to cancel gatherings and 
take preventive measures. 

- Form designated teams under the municipalities when needed and provide them with the needed 
trainings. 

- Provide food and health to those who cannot afford it. 
- Health monitoring. 
- Continue the public services provided through the municipalities. 

 
8) {Facilitating the Procedure of release requests}: On 19/3/2020, the head of the Supreme Judicial 

Council issued a circular (#65) addressed to the judges which allows detainees to submit release 
request by phone through a call center (04/548392) established in collaboration with the Bar 
Association in Beirut. An email (taskforce@bba.org.lb) was also created for the judges to 
communicated their decisions with the relevant detention facilities. 

 
9) {Measures to reduce detention overcrowding}: On 20/3/2020, the Minister of Justice issued a 

memo (#1123/2) addressed to the General Prosecutor as following: 
- Limit arrests only when absolutely necessary and have an impact on the public order. 
- Avoid arresting minors unless it was absolutely necessary.  
- Respect the detainees’ right to see a doctor upon request and need. 
- MoJ to conduct investigations through electronic means. Also, use the same modality to 

coordinate with the Bar Associations regarding communicating with the lawyers on dates of the 
court hearings. 

 
10) {Closure of shops and movement restrictions}: On 22/3/2020 Minister of Interior issued memo #39 

addressed to the local authorities to implement stay-at-home and closure of all the shops except the 
ones for foodstuffs with following precautionary measure. The memo was addresses also to the 
Internal Security Forces (ISF) to reinforce their inspections and limit movements to the critical ones. 

 
11) {Closure of shops and movement restrictions}: On 22/3/2020, ISF announced that those who 

violate the CoM circular on general mobilization issued on 15 March 2020, will face prosecution, in 
addition to the other administrative measures. 

 



12) {Syria - Closure of borders}: On 22/3/2020 the government of Syria decided to close its borders 
starting 23/3/2020 that also applied to the Syrians who were wishing to go back to Syria. The 
decision only allowed trucks to enter and exit Lebanon with keeping in mind the precautionary 
measures against COVID-19. 

 
On 29 March 2020, Syria Interior Ministry announced that all Syrian citizens who enter Syria from 
Lebanon through illegal crossing points will be quarantined, investigated and directed to court. You 
can see the announcement in this link: https://www.sana.sy/en/?p=188685 

 
13) {Procedures related to detention, investigation and release} On 23/3/2020, the General Prosecutor 

issued a circular addressed to MoIM, relevant courts, examining judges (investigation), public 
prosecutors, and the security forces of on the following: 
- Avoid detention except for extreme cases. 
- Release detainees accused of petty crimes if investigation is not feasible. 
- Use technology for investigation interviews. 
- Initiate primary or judicial investigations only in extreme cases. 
- Relevant employees collect fees and fines to be provided at a later stage to the Ministry o Finance. 

 
14) {Extension of the general mobilization by CoM}: On 26/3/2020, CoM announced extension of the 

general mobilization until the midnight of 12 April 2020 with strict enforcement of movement 
limitations. The decision included: 

a. Closure of all shops, supermarkets and institutions from 7:00pm to 5:00am. Pharmacies and 
bakeries were excluded. 

b. Curfew imposed between 7:00pm to 5:00am. 
c. Assign the army and security forces to enforce the curfew.   
d. This decision came into force as of 27/3/2020. 

 
15) {Timing of closure of companies and private institutions- MoIM}: On 26/3/2020, MoIM issued a 

detailed memo (#40) regarding the closure of companies and private institutions. It is addressed to 
the governors and to ISF. The circular included a detailed annex which determines the working 
hours of shops and private institutions as well as the spread of COVID-19 prevention measures. The 
memo is summarized below: 
- Governors and the local authorities including ISF to take measures to implement the memo. 
- Closure of shops between 7:00pm to 5:00am except pharmacies, bakeries and petrol stations. 

Supermarkets, minimarkets, mineral water factories, chicken farms, slaughterhouses, and sweet 
shops must close by 5:00pm which leaves two-hour time for their daily sterilization. LibanPost 
must be closed at 2:00pm. 

 
 

16) {Curfew and closure of shops- ISF}: On 27/3/2020, the ISF circulated a memo specifically on the 
opening hours of companies and private institutions as well as movements of cars: 
- Banned people from unnecessary movements during the curfew hours. 
- Ensure the institutions exempted from the curfew are following the precautionary measures.  
- Apply stricter measures on unnecessary movements of cars during the curfew hours. 

 



17) {Investigation interview electronically}: On 27/3/2020, the head of the Supreme Judicial Council 
issued a circular (#67) suggesting using electronic means with the support of the Information 
Technology (IT) department of the MoJ to conduct investigation interviews with detainees or 
arrestees. The process encompassed the following steps: 
- Conduct the hearing electronically in one of the offices headed by the examining judge in the 

presence of the complainant and his/her lawyer, the lawyer of the accused if needed, and a social 
worker if the accused is minor. 

- The relevant clerk to duly record the investigation. 
- The signature of the participants on the content approval of the recorded investigation interviews 

to be taken also electronically.  
- The signed forms to be sent to the registry of the examining judge. 

 
18) {Court hearings suspension extended}: On 30/3/2020, the MoJ and the Supreme Judicial Council 

issued a new circular: 
- Further suspension of the court hearings until 12/4/2020. 
- The criminal judicial bodies continue to issue release requests according to the previous circulars 

mentioned above. 
- The respective civil judicial bodies continue to issue decisions regarding urgent measures if 

necessary. 
- Minimize the number of staff at the courts on rotation basis.  

 
19) {Amendment on the timing of closure/opening hours of companies and private institutions- 

MoIM}: On 30/3/2020, MoIM issued a memo (#42) addressed to the governors, ISF and GSO   to 
amend the closure and opening hours of the companies and private institutions excluded from the 
restrictions mentioned above. The amendments are as following: 
- Factories’ workers and the employees at Beirut and Tripoli seaports can work 24/7 but the workers 

must respect the curfew timing. 
- Teachers to adjust to the distance learning system. Lawyers to carry out their follow ups 

electronically.  
- Chicken farms and slaughterhouses to open on needs basis.   
- Grocery shops and butchers can open from 1:00am to 5:00pm. 
- Tobacco and mobile shops can open between 9:00am to 2:00pm. 
- Minimarkets, supermarkets, and Liban Post can open from 5:00am to 6:00pm. 
- The memo stressed the importance of respecting the COVID-19 precautionary measures. 

 
20) {Applications and requests at GSO}: To limit the spread of the Coronavirus, on 31/3/2020 the 

official page of GSO on Facebook published an announcement informing Lebanese and other foreign 
nationals, namely Syrians, about stopping to receive requests in the regional departments and GSO 
centers until further notice, and that all documents will exclusively be processed by the public 
relations department at GSO Beirut or through Liban Post centers. The service of refugees renewing 
their residency based on UNHCR is not provided through Liban Post. 

 
Contacts of UNHCR for further counselling 

UNHCR Hotlines 

Beirut/Mount Lebanon: 01-820848 (Monday to Friday 8:30am-4pm) 
Bekaa: 76-611811 (Monday to Friday 8am-4pm) 



North: 06-205003 (Monday to Friday 8:30am to 4:30pm) 
South: 76-500370 (Monday to Friday 8:30am-4pm) 
Lebanon:  01-594250 (Monday to Friday 8:00 - 17:00) 


